Greetings to all again!
The PSP has come through a difficult last three
months, while the WCED established new policies
with regard to Teacher Development and Training.
The outcome of PSP meetings with the WCED’s
Superintendent General, Ms Penny Vinjevoldt, as
well as with the National Education Department’s
acting Director General, Mr Bobby Soobrayan was
an encouraging endorsement of our work and the
assurance that our role in Teacher Development is
highly valued and should continue.
During this time the PSP had to undergo an
unfortunate restructuring process, and we said
good-bye to Leslie Liddell, and Nandi Kalipa at the
end of February.
However, with renewed energy we are ready to
implement a new two-year PSP Cluster Project,
planned in collaboration with four District offices
in term two.
We have also scheduled a programme of short
courses in our Innovation Project to start at 3pm
in the afternoons. These courses were requested
by teachers at the Annual Mass Planning Forum,
held in October last year.
Please see the programme of courses included
with this PSP NEWS. It is also available on the
PSP website (www.psp.org.za).
We wish you all a very successful term, albeit a
very short one, before the World Cup holidays.

AFTER 10 YEARS
WE SAY GOOD-BYE TO NTSIKI
We said farewell to Ntsiki Mahote in April this year.
She has left the PSP to pursue her studies and to
further her teaching career. Ntsiki has always had a
deep-rooted desire to increase her own knowledge of
science and to make it happen in the senior classes.
Since Ntsiki joined the PSP at the end of 1999, the
PSP has benefitted from her in many ways. She
actively contributed to the conceptualising,
development and implementation of curriculum as
well as courses and materials for the various
purposes in the PSP. She always strongly influenced
the PSP team to critically reflect on every aspect of
our work.
Ntsiki has endeared herself to many teachers, as
she nurtured trusting relationships. Through her
affirming attitude, teachers have welcomed her into
their classes as she supported them in various ways.
Ntsiki has been a wonderful colleague and friend to
us all at the PSP and we will miss her dearly!

Contact the PSP if you need any help: 021 6919039

Mascha, Zorina, Rose, Nadiema, Viv, Nocawe,
Sandra, Gcobisa.
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We wish Ntsiki Mahote great success in her studies
and teaching.
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PSP TEACHER CONFERENCE
Celebrating teachers’ success

The PSP’s three-year Cluster Project was
concluded with a very successful TEACHER
CONFERENCE held in November last year. Twelve
dedicated teachers displayed and presented their
best practice to more than 80 participants. This
became an excellent forum for cutting-edge
teacher professional discourse on the highlights
achieved during the Cluster Project of the last
three years.

It was particularly gratifying and inspiring for the
PSP to see how some teachers, who had come into
the project with anxieties and insecurities about
teaching science had grown in confidence and were
ready to make excellent presentations to others.
They used examples of their children’s work as
they demonstrated their successes in tackling
tricky science topics practically with their classes.
Teachers from all the Metropole Districts
attended and the Cape Winelands District was
also well represented. A busload of teachers
arrived from the Boland and we were proud that
two Boland teachers also made presentations.
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We were also thrilled to have WCED Curriculum
Advisors attend the whole conference and show
their support. Teachers who presented their
work were:

Mr Mbebe from Zimasa Primary

Mrs Cohen: Koeberg Primary (Growing seeds FP)
Mr Joseph: Riverview Primary (Making predictions in an
investigation)
Mrs Jacobs: Surrey Primary (Astronomy)
Mej Fransman: Bella Vista Primary (Butterfly Life Cycle)
Ms Martin & Mr Tunisi: Silverstream and Searidge
(Using a story to teach electrical circuits)
Mrs Adonis: JS Klopper Primary (Social Patterns)
Mrs Hendricks: Primrose Park Primary (Pushes & Pulls)
Mrs Thelen: Primrose Park Primary (Sound)
Mrs Ngoma: Kairos Primary (Sexual reproduction in
plants & pollination)
Mr Mbebe: Zimasa Primary (How I teach NS in mothertongue - testing a leaf for starch)
Mr Mcuba: Nalikamva Primary (Encouraging learners to
ask questions in an investigation)

These wonderful presentations as well as the
general response from teachers at this Teacher
Conference demonstrated strongly what success
can be achieved in Teacher Development with PSP
guidance and support.
Investigating Sound

ZENEX-SPARK PROJECT WORK
TO CONTINUE
As a result of the serious economic constraints that
embattled so many funds in the last two years, we
are happy to report that the exciting work of the
Zenex-Spark Project will continue for a further two
years. The project model of the past three years
has been streamlined and the PSP will be coordinating the Literacy component, working with
eight primary schools in the South District.
Mr Mario Joseph from Riverview Primary

This work has been planned during the 1st term and
implementation starts this term. It will consist
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mainly of school and classroom support, with
workshops taking place during the holidays.
Viv and Marlene Rossouw will head up the team of
five facilitators, including Sandra and Nocawe from
the PSP to support the 93 Foundation Phase and 62
Intermediate Phase teachers involved.
We feel confident that, as the facilitators deepen
their relationship with the schools, teachers and
learners in these next two years, this project work
will make a difference. We believe the learners will
be excited about becoming avid readers and writers
of different genres. We are confident that the
Numeracy and Maths component will produce young
mathematicians, ready for the senior grades.

“MINI- CTLI” NATURAL SCIENCES
COURSES AT THE PSP
The WCED contracted the PSP to run a 20hr ‘mini
CTLI’ training course in Natural Sciences for 100
teachers from the four Metropole Districts over the
weekends of the entire month of October last year.
This showed the dedication of so many teachers, who
are prepared to sacrifice their family time to
improving their teaching.

Investigating electricity

We were impressed at the commitment of
Curriculum Advisors, Ms Noleen Appel (North), Ms
Joelene Juries (Central) who attended the full
course with their District teachers as well as Ms
Suanne Rampou, Deputy Chief Education Specialist,
Natural Sciences (GET), who attended all the
courses! The presence of these three WCED
officials contributed greatly to the success of the
courses. We appreciate their support.
The teachers gave the PSP facilitators wonderful
positive feedback and evaluations.

“The best workshop that I have attended in 30
years. You have made me feel that I can teach
longer” Grade 6 Teacher, Balvenie Primary
“Please invite us more often to improve our standard
of teaching” Grade 5 Teacher, Bongolethu Primary
We look forward to running a similar course for two
rural Districts (Overberg and Eden Karoo) in the
September holidays.

PSP’S CONTRIBUTION TO THE
NATIONAL MCEN CONFERENCE
The PSP was once again invited to present workshops
at the National Conference of the Marine and
Coastal Educators Network (MCEN), held in
Noordhoek in January.
Rose Thomas presented the story of the Marine
Carbon Cycle and Zorina & Nadiema presented a
workshop on Marine Food Chains and Food Webs. For
this they used the Indigenous Plant and Animal
cards. Using the same resource they also presented
a workshop on Marine Social Patterns.
These workshops were very well received and great
interest was shown in the PSP materials.
It was a good opportunity to forge stronger
relationships with other organisations in the
Environmental Education field and broaden our
collegial networks.

Ms Noleen Appel working with teachers from the North District
Conference participant explaining the group’s marine food chain
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The Red-knobbed Coot – they run over the
water at high speed!
If you stop at any wetland system on the Cape Flats,
you will usually see black birds swimming around on
the water, especially when there are reeds and
grasses growing in the wetland. These birds are
coots - not ducks! In South Africa we have only one
species of coot called the Red-knobbed Coot
(Unomkqayi/Unompemvana ).
You can see two red knobs on the top of its
forehead. From these knobs you can tell the age of
the bird. And these knobs also show when birds are
ready to breed. If the knobs are small and dull in
colour that shows young birds, while birds with
larger, brighter knobs are adults. When the time
comes to breed these knobs swell and become
brighter or darker in colour. This indicates to other
birds that they are ready to mate and to nest.
When they breed they are very territorial and will
defend their nest at all costs by charging at
intruders. They will either swim towards them at
high speed or they will run fast across the water
with wings flapping (called ‘pattering’) to chase them
away.
With thanks to Doug Harebottle: ADU: UCT

LATEST MATERIALS DEVELOPED

‘Fossils’ and ‘Human Evolution’ are topics in the
Natural Sciences and Social Sciences curriculum and
many teachers have requested assistance with how
to teach this. The PSP has developed and run
numerous courses with teachers on these topics and
we have finally compiled the activities into one
integrated handbook for teachers: Fossils &
Evolution for Intermediate & Senior Phases.
We gratefully acknowledge the assistance from Dr.
Roger Smith of Iziko Museums, Cape Town as well as
from the Fossil Park in Langebaan for their
scientific edits.
This book has a Glossary in three languages (English,
Afrikaans and isiXhosa) and it comes with a CD of
Resources.
All PSP resources are available from the PSP and
also from EDUMEDIA on line: www.Edumedia.gov.za

We are grateful to Coronation Fund Managers for
their support!

Red-knobbed Coot

Planet Earth & Beyond Lesson Plans grades 4 – 7 is now
also available in Afrikaans. It comes with the DVD (in Eng)
and the CD of Resources.

